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About This Game

Welcome to Mars!
2288, humanity has advanced so far that it began to conquer other planets. Already conquered and built up: Nibiru, Keklandia,
Neptune, and now people have reached and Mars. In 2289 a small group of cosmonauts from 3 countries( Russia, Kazakhstan

and Kyrgyzstan) was sent to the Red Planet. They landed, studied the planet a little and began to build up and live there.
You play as the commander of a group of cosmonauts on Mars and you need to build a colony, upgrade it, collect resources and

survive on this planet, so that the Earthmen can later move to Mars.
Features:

-Ability to be an astronaut
-Ability to build and manage a settlement

-Ability to visit Mars
-Strategy with pixel art graphics

-3 game modes: Campaign (levels), free play and God mode (from the beginning of the game you will have a lot of resources)
-Different types of buildings and resources

-Good soundtrack
-Steam achievements
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Loved this game for my phone but had trouble playing on the screen. The mouse makes it so much easier to move! Now I can
hopefully beat the last boss haha.

Love the Music and art too.. The Controls suck The Graphics suck And The general idea sucks Overall this is one 99 cent that i
want back. El juego cumple con lo que promete, bastante entretenido pero a la vez corto y repetitivo, pero nada mas. 7.5\/10.
F@UCK THIS GAME♥♥♥♥♥♥GRAPHICS!. Superior to the original with new features, new roasts, so on and so forth, but
god damn how this game is ruined by the ridiculously low amount of people playing this, leading to 10+ minute wait times in my
experience. Stick with the original till this problem is fixed, it's cheaper too.

Actually, what the hell am I doing? Complaining that not many people play this game and solving it by telling people to not play
this game? Forget everything I said, this game is the bomb. Come immediately. Wait times are literally in the negative seconds.
I have never had more fun.. More of a browser game, You Have 10 Seconds 2 is a great time waster that will provide a couple
of hours of rage induced fun. It is a great transfer from the first game.

Gameplay: This game is a platformer with some cool mechanics mixed in like shrinking to a tiny cube all the way to
teleportation across the level. As the name suggests, each level gives you ten seconds to complete it. Most of the time I finished
the level in less, but sometimes I cut it short by less than one second.

RAGE: This game comes jam packed with rage. I was able to complete all of the levels except one without experiencing any
hair pulling teeth grinding gun shooting rage. The game was medium difficulty for me, and most of the time it was easy.

You Have 10 Seconds 2 is a fun little game that will keep you occupied until your mom calls you for dinner.

10/10 (This game can only be compared to other games in its genre. Obiously, games like Call of Duty and Minecraft blow it
out of the park, but for its genre it is one of the best.)
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gud ost very differant. when we were kinds we often roam some closed abandoned spaces and building, finding some strange
stuff - and, in fact, this is what this game is about: you need to find something to escape the level. i don't like "walking
simulator" tag, as walking is so natural we don't need to "simulate" it - this is a bit puzzle a bit adventure.. Now I realize this
might have appeal only to a specific demographic, but it's a demographic that's rapidly growing. Do It Yourself hobbies are on
the rise and climbing faster everyday. Leading the charge is the world of electronics. I myself am a relatively new inductie.
About 8 months ago, while plugging in my phone charger at work, staring at the powerstrip under my desk it occurred to me that
I don't know very much about electronics. I consider myself a learned guy, college grad with a degree in philosophy and a view
that an education carries far more worth than it's potential monetary value down the line. And I LOVE all things science so to
not know much about something so pervasive as electronics didn't sit well at all.

Two weeks later, two dozen books later with 1000's of various components bought online and I was well on my way to learning
everything I could. The end result, cutting a long story short is that I just finished my first semester back in college working
towards a second degree, a B.S. in Nanoelectronics and all this stemming from my plugging in my charger. I mention all this
because this game has been exactly the kind of game I've been dreaming/searching for ever since then. I just finished taking DC
Circuits, C++ programming and well Chemistry tho that's less applicable here, but after 4 intensive months, I still managed to
learn something new within the first two tutorials. But what's more is that it's really damn fun.

I, and I'm sure I'm not a lone, have my fair share of guilt whenever I spend more than a reasonable amount of time, (however we
each define it), playing games when I should be learning something, anything. So to have a game that not only challenges/works
out our critical thinking, problem solving, analytical reasoning skills, introduces concepts found in electronics, engineering,
physics, and programming and is a really fun puzzle game to boot is a win win...win.

I especially enjoy the set up to each challenge. "Here's the course, the problem, challenge, puzzle or what have you, now go
make a robot that can maneuver the challenge". And you're off building, testing, rebuilding then putting together circuit boards
utilizing boolean based logic gates and the like, having fun all the while. This is the kind of game we should support.

Let's be honest, for many of us, gaming is an escape from the world beyond our monitors. And there's nothign wrong with that
(in moderation). I admit that's why I game. But we all have to return to the larger world sooner or later so why not taking
something away from our time spend in escape? That's my two cents anyhow. For the most part, it was OK. The gameplay gets a
bit repetitive but it remained fun. Don't know if I like it enough to complete it 100%.

EDIT: Turns out I liked it enough to go for the 100%.. People compare this to "Papers, Please", but they are quite different
games. "Papers, Please" gets a sort of frantic feel as you try to work fast enough to earn money to support your family, while
this game can be completed at your leisure and gives you time to think. The scales are also completely different; in this game
you are impacting the political direction of an entire city, while in "Papers, Please" you have a much more immediate effect on
single people as they enter your sphere of influence. Both games are excellent, and I think they provide pretty differently
impactful experiences if you give each of them a chance.
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